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1 Introduction  

 
System z New Application License Charges (zNALC) is a new pricing metric, for z/Architecture 
servers running z/OS, announced by IBM on January 9th, 2007.  
zNALC is the evolution of NALC. The main differences between the new and the old metric are: 

• the definition of “New Applications” is now much clearer; 

• “New Applications” don’t have to run in a dedicated machine anymore to be eligible for 
zNALC. 

 
zNALC can give  a reduced price for z/OS base feature and z/OS priced features, which are a big 
part of mainframe software costs. 
 
Biggest savings are for small sites but every site could have an interesting opportunity to reduce 
mainframe costs.   
 

2 Pre Requisites 

 
zNALC is available only on IBM z/Architecture servers running the z/OS operating system.  
z/OS middleware running on the IBM z/Architecture server which qualifies for Workload License 
Charges (WLC) or Entry Workload License Charges (EWLC) must be priced WLC/EWLC in order 
for z/OS to be eligible for zNALC charges.  
 
zNALC LPAR names must be "ZNALxxxx" where xxxx may be any letters or numbers.  
 
Alternatively, customers who prefer not to change LPAR names to qualify for zNALC may set the 
LICENSE = "ZNALC" IPL parameter to indicate a zNALC LPAR1.  
 

3 Qualified Applications  

 
In general, qualified applications are those that IBM considers "new workloads". IBM uses this 
term to refer to "non-legacy workloads".  
The rules to determine which applications can be considered Qualified Applications are2: 
 
1) An "Application" is a computer program that is used to accomplish specific business tasks (such 

as Customer Relationship Management [CRM], Enterprise Resource Planning [ERP], Supply 

                                                
1 The zNALC IPL parameter will be available starting from z/OS 1.6. 
 
2 All the parts in Italic have been taken from the IBM announcement text. 
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Chain Management [SCM], business information warehouse, accounting, and inventory control 

programs), including the database server used for that task. 

 
This rule specify what is an application in zNALC terms. The key point is the accomplishment of a 
specific business task. So, for example, a system management tool can not be considered an 
application. 
 
2) An application may be considered a Qualified Application if: 

  

(a) It is currently generally commercially available, supported by its manufacturer, and enabled to 

run under z/OS, and that same Application (with substantially the same functionality) is 

simultaneously generally commercially available, supported by its manufacturer on, and enabled 

to run under a UNIX® operating system (for example, AIX®, HP-UX, Linux™, or Solaris), or 

Microsoft™ Windows™ (collectively "Distributed Platforms"); 

or 

(b) It is a database server running under z/OS and it is operating solely in support of a software 

program that is currently generally commercially available, supported by its manufacturer, and 

running in a client/server environment where the business logic (for example, application server) is 

running on a Distributed Platform; 

or 

(c) It is a Java language business application running under WebSphere Application Server (or 

equivalent). These do not include systems management tools. 

 
This rule specifies which applications can be considered Qualified Applications. 
The key point in a) is the application availability on “Distributed Platforms”. The key point in b) is 
that client/server applications using DB2 on z/OS as a database can be considered Qualified 
Applications. The key point in c) is that any web application running on the mainframe also 
qualifies for zNALC. 
 
3) z/OS is eligible for zNALC pricing when running in an LPAR where the Qualified Application is 

executing. The only other products that may execute in this LPAR are those products that support 

the Qualified Application. The LPAR must be used exclusively for the Qualified Application and 

for programs that support the Qualified Application and for no other purpose. 

 
This rule specifies when z/OS is eligible for zNALC pricing. 
The key point is that the LPAR has to be used only for “new applications” (i.e. no CICS or IMS 
applications). 
 
4) IBM will determine whether a particular program is a Qualified Application. 

In the event you want to check if another application can qualify, contact your IBM sales 

representative or IBM Business Partner. 

 
This rule states that no application automatically qualifies for zNALC. 
The key point is that any application to be qualified for zNALC has to be explicitly approved by 
IBM. 
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4 zNALC pricing 

 
In the following table you’ll find the zNALC basic license structure. As presented in the IBM 
announcement. 
 
 

Base zNALC 3 MSUs $xxx 

Level 0 zNALC 4 — 45 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 1 zNALC 46 — 175 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 2 zNALC 176 — 315 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 3 zNALC 316 — 575 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 4 zNALC 576 — 875 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 5 zNALC 876 — 1315 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 6 zNALC 1316 — 1975 MSUs $xxx/MSU 

Level 7 zNALC 1976+ MSUs $xxx/MSU 
 

 
There is a fixed price for the first 3 MSUs and different cost per MSU depending on the Level. 
At Level 7 (more than 1976 MSUs) the cost per MSU will be fixed.  
Unfortunately cost per MSU is not published so how can you evaluate possible savings ?  
 
Based on information from customers, the web and market analysts research we have created the 
following the graph. 
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The graph shows the percentage savings with zNALC compared to traditional workloads pricing. 
The savings decrease in percentage from left (smaller systems) to right (bigger systems) going from 
more than 90% to about 50%. 
 
Whatever policy you are using (full capacity, PSLC or VWLC), if all the LPARs in the machine 
qualify for zNALC this is the kind of savings you can expect. 
 
When in the same machine you have both zNALC and non zNALC LPARs estimating possible 
savings can be much more complicated especially when adopting sub capacity pricing (VWLC). 
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In this situation the sub capacity reporting tool presents three rows of information: 

• z/OS - The highest observed rolling 4-hour average of all z/OS LPARs 

• z/OS (Traditional) - The highest observed rolling 4-hour average of all z/OS LPARs that are 
non-zNALC LPARs 

• z/OS zNALC - The highest observed rolling 4-hour average of all z/OS LPARs that are 
zNALC LPARs 

 

Your zNALC bill will be based on the values reported in the z/OS zNALC row unless the 
difference between the z/OS value and the z/OS (Traditional) value is smaller than the zNALC 
value. In that case the difference is used for zNALC billing.  
This will avoid the total billable MSUs (Traditional + zNALC) exceeding the reported z/OS MSUs. 
 
If your billable MSUs are less than three, you’ll pay for the Base zNALC price.  
 

5 Conclusions 

 
zNALC announcement is part of the IBM strategy of improving the mainframe software pricing 
compared to other platforms. 
 
The good news is: 

• The rules to qualify an application as “New Application” are clearer than in the old NALC; 

• zNALC pricing applies also to LPARs, not only to machine dedicated to “New 
Applications”. 

 
The bad news is that, especially in VWLC, estimating possible cost savings can be a complex 
exercise. 
 

Useful links 

 
zNALC announcements: 
http://ibm.com/common/ssi/rep_ca/6/897/ENUS207-006/ENUS207006.PDF 
 
 

zNALC additional information and examples of approved zNALC Qualified Applications: 
http://ibm.com/zseries/swprice/znalc.html  

 


